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I. 5G: the EU background
• Governments in most countries face 

“...widespread public dissatisfaction around
coverage, particularly outside urban areas.” 
(Ofcom, 2016)

• Tension between the basic vision of 
infrastructure-based competition and the 
necessities of massive fiber and 5G networks 
deployment

• Reluctance however to change in 
regulatory paradigm



Ø 5G: The EU high level
perspective

• European Commission 
─ « 5G Revolution » Across industries 

changeover: « Verticals » 
─ Focused on Spectrum harmonisation and 

availability
• BEREC: « Reconcile competition & investment »
• In terms of industry structure

─ Rely on the « Team » (BEREC)
─ Access? (Euro Parliament)
─ Wholesale operators? Art 77



Examples of Evolutions in the 
Access/Service Vision in Europe

■ UK: 
• OpenReach saga
• Arqiva (Bus company) FWA: Wholesale

« Neutral small cell as a service »
• Virgin Media Wholesale
• Rivada Networks (US) expected to participate

in the 2018 auctions



Examples of Evolutions in the 
Access/service Vision in Europe
■ Germany

• « high-performance Gigabit-capable national 
broadband network by 2025 will bring together
advance technologies, including fibre and the 5G 
mobile standard »

• led by Netzallianz Digitales Deutschland, a public-
private consortium comprising the government and 
telecoms operators founded in March 2014

• 10% Public Investment
• « Stadtwerke » City operators provide wholesale or 

even retail services
• 5G Dialog Forum: Verticals
• State 32% of DT

■ Sweden
• Stokad Stokholm



Access/service Vision in Europe: 
France

■ Deployment coordinated by ARCEP and Agence 
du Numérique

■ Sharing of deployment between operators
• Orange shares 50% of its network
• Bouygues/SFR Wireless Network sharing 57% 

of pop
■ Plan Très haut Débit: 

• Public Initiative Networks
• Built and operated by: Orange Wholesale, SFR, 

Bouygues, TDF, Covage, Altitude, Tutor, Kosc
■ State owns 22.95% of Orange



France: Public initiative Networks in Fiber
and wireless: Wholesale C/D

v « Plan très haut débit » Wireless 4G coverage at this time



Conclusions: EU TLC CODE perspectives

■ Commission (DG CNECT ) would favour Digital 
Single Market investment incentives with less
stringent access obligations for VHC networks, 

■ DG Competition, BEREC, focused on 
« competitive » MS relevant markets

■Member States defend status quo
■ European Parliament in October shifted to BEREC 

and Altnets (access obligations)
■ Euro Parliament positive view of wholesale only

operators (amendment to Proposal for a directive 
of the European Parliament and of the Council 
establishing the European Electronic
Communications Code (art 77)



II. 5G Game changer? 
Not just more of the same

ITU vision of 5G IMT2020. Source: ITU 



Ø 5G Game changer?
■ Opportunity for new entrants: The European champions of 

tomorrow will rely on IoT data and IA

■ New actors in logistics, smart cities, industry, retail, etc. will:
• Collect massive data
• Analyse realtime
• Provide immediate management, logistics, maintenance,etc? 

Feedback
■ Harder to perform on a multiplicity of networks 

• Some form of seamless network needed
• Ad hoc industry solutions only second best
• « shared » wholesale network makes sense

■ The bigger the seamless network, the data pool, 
the bigger the efficiency gains



■ 5G architecture 
• high density of access points, 
• use of fixed and mobile 

wireless, 
■ => close to a fixed

network
• Makes sense economically to 

do both

■Holistic Multi-use 
approach



Challenges for 5G Wholesale wireless
operator new entrant

■WWO will have to provide access not only to 
MNOs but to industry verticals

■Will video remain the UBB killer app?
■ 5G still costly
■ Public funding decreasing
■ Dialogue needed with local and regional entities to 

meet their demands

■Governments myopia on spectrum auctions



Case for 5G Wholesale wireless

■ New approaches needed to allow access to spectrum
for all users

■ Network architecture close to Fixed
■ 5G (Both WTTx- FWA and mobile wireless ) seems a 

straightforward complement to fixed wholesale UBB
■ Under 6GHz spectrum scarce, makes sense to « share »
■ Small cells in 26-28GHz hard to duplicate

■ « European Wireless Infrastructure association » 
(Launched 2014/Mostly towers)

■ Extension of national to international wholesale



Conclusions on 5G Game changer

■ Fixed mobile integration/synergies
■ Business case in progress
■Wholesale only networks in the air

• Europe
• Mexico (Altan), Singapore, Australia, New 

Zealand, Argentina (Arsat)
• South Africa (under review)



III. 5G Spectrum
• Radio Spectrum Policy Group « Opinion on 5G « Pioneer 

bands »

• 3.4/3.8 « Pioneer band » in Europe (but not in the US) for 
outdoor coverage

• High-speed links:
• 26-28 GHz very wide bandwidths for small area local cap

acity hot spots both indoor and outdoor

• 700 MHz for wide area coverage, in-building

Spectrum for how many operators if 
100 MHz contiguous spectrum needed for efficient use?



■Present assignment procedures do not 
incentivise the industry development in the 
expected manner

■Growing body of evidence that spectrum
auctions do not stimulate network 
investments. 

Spectrum assignement: Current thinking too
conservative



Auctions on fees have had a negative impact 
on investments and the Telecom industry

■GSMA and NERA (2017) conclude:
“Statistical evidence shows the impact on 
consumers and links high price outcomes with: 

•Lower quality and reduced take-up of mobile 
broadband services; 
•Higher consumer prices for mobile broadband
data »

■ Cambini & Garelli (2017)
• spectrum fees and availability do not have 

significant impact on operators' revenue and 
investments. 



Commission study by PolicyTracker, LS Telcom
& VVA (Oct 2017)

• « …questions the common view that operators who
pay high prices for spectrum must invest in their
networks to recoup their investment.

• Member States need to make sure that harmonised
5G spectrum is available to those wishing to 
implement new or innovative services in a way that
does not preclude them on the basis of:
─ timely availability
─ excessive cost;
─ overly complex authorisation mechanisms; or
─ restrictive access governed by a closed award

process »



Re-balance spectrum assignment criteria

■ Pogorel/Bohlin 2017*

• Spectrum has no value in itself…Its value resides
exclusively in the contribution Its use makes possible for 
society and the economy

• Avoid lottery among insiders in successive spectrum
awards and the cosy business and regulatory status quo 
between incumbents and Altnets

• Re-balance spectrum assignment criteria in favour
of economic ans social goals

• Define alternative assignment scenarios

*https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316524026_Spectrum_50_Improving_assignment_proced
ures_to_meet_economic_and_social_policy_goals_A_position_paper



Spectrum	Assignment
Schizophrenia

■ Governments say
broad policy
objectives are to be
pursued ■ End of the day

Governments, or 
Agencies in charge of 
license assignments, 
focus exclusively or 
primarily on 
maximising the fees
they can derive from
the spectrum auction



Spectrum awards 5.0 re-balanced criteria

■ Not too late to think about re-balanced spectrum awards for 5G 

• Legitimate goal of efficient use of spectrum as a limited public 

resource, with equally prominent objective of deriving the 

maximum benefits for the economy that can be expected from

investments in wireless network technologies

• Right incentives for the operators to exploit the potential of future 

network technologies in fulfilling economic, social and industrial

objectives. 

■ Investments commitments of bidders as criterion #1
■ Fees to the Government agency in charge #2



5G Spectrum rights assignment scenarios

■ Scenario 1/ The usual suspects
• All candidates, including a candidate WWO, 

bid for the spectrum under similar conditions

■ Scenario 2/ The way forward
• Differentiated Auction assignment conditions:

─ A) Viable sets of frequencies (2 or 3) with
minimal conditions aimed at max spectrum
fee

─ B) One viable set of frequencies with
stringent pop/territorial coverage in market
failure zones with access obligations 
(possibly reserved for wholesale?)
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